Brexit deal or no deal: where might we be on 30 March 2019?

Type of deal

UK-EU trade relationship

Other economic relationships
with the EU

“Bad-tempered” no deal

Amicable no deal

Delayed deal

Deal

UK leaves EU with no FTA* and
no other agreements

UK leaves EU with no trade
deal, but other agreements in
place

UK and EU agree that they need
more time to conclude trade
deal

UK and EU reach agreement on
a withdrawal deal and a future
relationship

UK and EU trade on WTO terms, which
means:

UK and EU trade on WTO terms, which
means:

• no preferential tariﬀs
• goods have to meet each jurisdiction’s
regulatory requirements
• each treats other as “third country for
services”.

• no preferential tariﬀs
• goods have to meet each jurisdiction’s
regulatory requirements
• each treats other as “third country for
services”.

UK continues to trade as if it is in the
Single Market and Customs Union pending
agreement on a ﬁnal deal.

UK and EU agree new terms for trading on
preferential terms.

No agreements on, for example, aviation and
data sharing.

Potential for other agreements, for example
on data sharing, customs co-operation
and aviation.

Continue as they are currently, pending
ﬁnal deal.

Covered as part of a comprehensive deal.

No transition.

Possible short transition agreed to prepare
for UK third country status.

Yes. UK may need to negotiate an additional
implementation phase as part of a ﬁnal deal.

Yes. An agreed implementation phase will
allow both sides to prepare for an
orderly exit.

UK may continue to mirror EU agricultural
and ﬁsheries policy.

The end state depends on the content of
a deal. Immediate changes depend on the
terms of any transition.

Transition

What it means

UK borders

New system needs to be fully operational
on day one after Brexit, with customs and
regulatory checks on both sides of the
border.

No rights agreed. UK can make unilateral
oﬀer to EU citizens living in the UK. EU
member states can make oﬀers to UK
citizens resident in EU countries.

Citizens’ rights

Formal freedom of movement ends, but
in practice little may change until a new
permanent regime is put in place.

A hard border between the Republic of
Ireland and Northern Ireland.

No immediate change.
Time to prepare the border if
transition agreed.

Rights may be agreed, if there is agreement
on some/all of withdrawal agreement.

No change with respect to goods for the
time being.

Freedom of movement continues.

Formal freedom of movement ends, but
in practice little may change until a new
permanent regime is put in place.

Citizens’ rights depend on the
ﬁnal agreement.

Potential for some border softening.

Continues as now for the time being.

Potential for streamlined processes around
customs and regulatory checks.
An implementation phase provides
time for preparation.

Agreement reached on citizens’ rights.
Freedom of movement may continue
during transition.
New migration regime can be introduced, in
line with any deal provisions, after exit.

Time to implement new arrangements. The
ﬁnal state depends on agreement.

Ireland

Budget contributions by the
UK to the EU end.

Potential contributions during transition
and/or to maintain relationship with some
EU regulators and programmes.

Continues during implementation phase.
Continues as now.

Budget contributions

UK trade policy

UK free to sign new trade agreements with
any country or trade bloc it wishes to.

Jurisdiction of the ECJ ends.

European Court of Justice (ECJ)
jurisdiction

UK free to sign new trade agreements –
though may have to wait until
end of the transition.

Could continue temporarily depending on
the terms of transition.

UK not free to sign new FTAs while
continuing inside the Single Market and
Customs Union.

The longer-term status depends on agreed
UK participation in EU regulators
and programmes.

UK scope to negotiate FTAs depends on
terms of ﬁnal deal with EU.
Signing may have to wait until the end of
the transition.

Depends on terms of transition.
Continues as now.

Longer-term status will be subject to agreed
dispute resolution mechanism.

* FTA - Free Trade Agreement
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